WELCOME

C R E AT I V E PAS S P O R T
The M yce lia C r e at i v e Passp o rt
i s the d igital id e n t i t y stan dard
fo r m us ic m ak e r s.

INTRODUCTION
Hello there, I’m Imogen Heap, founder of Mycelia, a
research and development hub for music makers and this
is my Creative Passport (or at least a physical symbolic
representation of it).

CR EATIVE PASSP OR T

I’m glad you’ve got one of these in your hands because after
three years of talking about this we are finally making it
happen. This is our gift to you and with it, an open invitation to
collaborate with us, which we hope you will take up. In short,
we want to get music makers and their works OPEN (data)
FOR BUSINESS so our ever expanding music ecosystem can
work effectively, flourish and be fit for future purposes we
cannot even imagine yet (but we will, at least, be somewhat
prepared for).

C RE AT I V E PA S S P O RT

The Creative Passport is the digital container for verified profile
information, IDs, acknowledgements, works, business partners
and payment mechanisms for each music maker. It’s aim is to
fill a huge gap for the industry by becoming a digital identity
standard for music makers, collectively forming the Creative
Passport Database and evolving into the essential connective
hub for all music related services. A business to business
solution, ultimately it will give greater enjoyment to music lovers
all around the world by bringing better music experiences on one
end and greatly nurturing those at it’s source on the other end,
for generations to come. We are using my musical self as the
Creative Passport example because, between me and those on
my team, we have all the data we need. This would be the same
for any music maker, whether they work alone or with others.
Among these pages you’ll see the breadth of information
shared, the functionality a Creative Passport could have and
how it could connect to existing and future services by being
organised with data.
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

If now is the golden age of music for its listeners, we believe
that Creative Passports hold the KEY to make it a golden age for
those who make the music too. But when and how? It might be
sooner rather than later, because we have reached a significant
technological milestone that you have probably heard about.
Blockchain! So many industries are trying to solve similar
issues to those we have in music, we are NOT alone! However, I
don’t want to spend my precious introductory words to explain
it because it’s not necessary. The reason why it’s relevant is
that we are transitioning from an internet of knowledge, to
an internet of value and if you are in the business of creating
Intellectual Property, this is really fantastic news. People are
suddenly interested in our music industry issues and how to
solve them, as music is fun compared to the usual law or finance
blockchain talk.

We want Creative Passports to be free for music makers. Access
to the Creative Passport Database will be a subscription service
for businesses who wish to link in and take advantage of its rich
data or market their service to the Creative Passport holders.
Profits will go to paying off any impact investors when it can
and for the upkeep of the Creative Passport Database but the
majority will be distributed to the Creative Passport holders,
who might even end up seed funding new services from their
Creative Passport income stream by ticking an “invest” box in
preferences. That would shake things up beautifully!

CR EATIVE PASSP OR T

There has never been a better time to rethink our business, to
imagine how we’d like it to work and how we will make and play
music in the future.
Each time I hear of a new service I like the sound of, there’s
excitement followed by a sigh at the thought of yet another
profile page or identity to deal with. Music makers are the
unseen living (and dead) connective tissue for our industry, in
that we interact with so many different services and people via
our works. We are the first to take any risk and the least likely to
be compensated correctly. If all the accounts written here in my
Creative Passport were actively linked, and then you multiplied
that by just another hundred Creative Passports actively
linking theirs too, we’d already have something that would
save £millions. Creative Passport Database is the backbone
music businesses need to clip into, and with transparency and
openness along the supply chain, new opportunities for funding
can arise.
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C RE AT I V E PA S S P O RT

Creative Passports are different from an artist website, which
are designed with fans in mind. Like any other website or
service linked in to the Creative Passport Database, it could
give, take and share data. Services we know such as Spotify,
Soundcloud or iTunes would really benefit from this, as would
the thousands that we are less familiar with or are yet to come
into existence. Music makers could log in at a studio session to
music making software being used via their Creative Passport,
keep a track of all the work being done, ensuring payment and
acknowledgement is given wherever due. Once finished, they
could then publish the final verified song data to all relevant
parties. This could include pushing the data to an open global
repertoire database, if there was such a thing! Ouch.
For this purpose, we introduce GRD II, the imaginary open
smarter younger sister to the gargantuanly failed earlier (closed)
Global Repertoire Database. Currently hundreds of organisations
battle with their own incomplete databases at immense cost
to us creators, all of which conflict with one another. Oh, how it
pains me!
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Visible profile information selected in preferences, e.g. gender, education, previous
jobs, current projects, skills, music, etc. An artist verified source of data and content,
useful for the media and services.

“Only do what you can see in the headlights.”

Favourite quote

my house for 200 people!”

Newsfeed

London, United kingdom
40

Highlights

Current residence
Age

Imogen Heap

Artist name

Imogen Jennifer Jane Heap

CP<GBRIMOGEN<HEAP<<IMOGEN<JENNIFER<JANE<HEAP<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
0xfe8f01a17ffb6e0c8c94d8606cd10d3fda5cc961bf4bd861e805ca1240c58553<<<<
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Credit: Fiona Garden

The core data in these pages of my Creative Passport is real and
correct. This is just the data of one music maker and her songs.
Imagine the incredible good things that could happen and all
the new income generated, if we connected all songs and all
music makers up together globally. Which brings me back to
you reading this, and me reaching out. If you would like to link
up in any way, please visit our website myceliaformusic.org and
contact us. I look forward to hearing from you!

Full name

If we give people the inspiration, data and opportunity to do
this, innovative services would grow from the Creative Passport
Database layer. We may find ourselves being alerted in real-time,
by an app to call in to a radio station after they’ve just played
a song of ours. Find our next tour buddies or paying all those
involved in the making and distribution of our music by smart
contracts. Personally I’d love to be able to send and signpost
specific income to a charity of my choice, when and where it’s
relevant, say in a disaster relief situation.

MYCELIA | CREATIVE PASSPORT

CR EATIV E PASSP OR T

C REATI
VE PASSP ORT
“Currently hosting my Mycelia World Tour pilot at

The Creative Passport is the music makers business tool-kit we
have needed all this time. A portal for all income and to push
or pull all our data, it will help music makers and our teams to
cross reference, update and action our next moves. It will be
the lifeline to throw out to those looking to do business with us,
mostly without even doing anything because Creative Passport
are working as hard as they can with the data they’ve got. We
will share whatever is our passion at that time and find our
collaborators. Music makers can then become beacons for other
artists and services they champion, encouraging better business
practice. To facilitate the incoming opportunities Creative
Passport holders will want to take up, they can generate and
adjust templated Smart Contacts wherever needed. This could
be an invite to do a private show at someone’s home or a request
to write an article for publication. A simple agreement to help
ease the paperwork layer and keep it professional.

Mycelia World Tour, Mi.Mu gloves, Life of a song,
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child, Magic Me, The
Happy Song, Mother.

INTRODUCTION
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C REATI VE PASSP ORT

To be searched by parties interested in collaborating, session work, support acts,
writing an article, looking for a speaker etc, or for other business opportunities.

Sound, Music Industry, Human Relationships, Science + Technology,
Education, Systems Thinking, Blockchain, Linked Data, Space, Travel,
Electric Cars, Big Data, Nature Films, Science Fiction, Connectivity,
Systems In Nature, Eating Out, Quantum Physics, Physcology, Networks,
Human Biology, The Brain.

Interests

Vocals, Piano, Keyboards, Percussion, Mi.Mu Glover, Producer, Sound
Engineer, Music Programmer, Mixer, Technician, Composer, Songwriter,
Arranger, Performer, Curator, Public Speaker, Panel Moderator, Video
Director, Video Editor, Social Media, Project Management, Educator.

Skills

Life Of A Song, Mycelia World Tour, Harry Potter and the Cursed Child
theatrical soundtrack, The Barns Project.

Current Projects

M Y C E L I A | C U R R E N T P R O J E C T S , S kills A N D interests

Optional biographies available, set in preferences. To be used to populate services
and media with your latest biography and current projects.

C REATI VE PASSP ORT

Self-produced, independent, engaged, Imogen Heap blurs the boundaries
between pure art form and creative entrepreneurship. Writing and
producing four solo albums, another one as half of Frou Frou and
countless collaborations, she’s an artists’ artist. Heap has been
nominated for five Grammys, winning two, together with an Ivor Novello,
The Artist and Manager Pioneer award and an honorary Doctorate of
Technology at UWE. At TED Global 2011 Heap first publicly performed with
her mi.mu Gloves - cutting edge gestural musicware she has developed
with a team of engineers and scientists. Becoming a mother in 2014, saw
her release Tiny Human as an experiment for Mycelia (Heap’s development
hub for music makers and shakers). It became the first song to use smart
contracts to pay musicians directly with each purchase. Imogen is also
developing Creative Passports, a standard digital ID layer for music
makers, and Life of a Song exploring the music industry through the
lens of a song. In 2015 Imogen wrote and produced the score for Harry
Potter and the Cursed Child and received an Olivier award nomination
for Outstanding Achievement in Music. She is the CEO Artist in Residence
for the FAC. Heap’s next tour will be starting September 2018 and see
her visiting 45 cities in a year for a 3-day music and tech festival
encompassing all of the above!

M Y C E L I A | B iography
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Leo Abrahams (Composer, Producer)

John Hopkins (Composer, Dj,
Producer)

Linking to other media and Creative Passport IDs where applicable. DSPs could send
users on a journey and creating playlists based on what the artist really likes and has
been influenced by.

Shakka: Heart The Weekend

Music

Zoe Keating (Cellist, Composer,

Guy Sigsworth (Composer,
Producer, Songwriter)
Speaker)
C REATI VE PASSP
ORT
A Conversation With Brian Eno
About Ambient Music (pitchfork)

Article

Tim Exile: Release Of Flow
Music Tool

Video

Blue Planet Ii (BBC)

Tv Series

Arrival

Tim Exile (Musician, Software
Developer)

Nick Ryan (Sound Artist,
Composer)

New Scientist
Film

Artists

Reading

MYCELIA | CURRENT INSPIRATION

To share the many other roles a musician may be engaged in other than writing,
recording or playing live. To extend reach to companies / organisations looking for
collaborators or to suggest business opportunities.

C REATI VE PASSP ORT

Mother
Megaphonic Records (Recording Artist)
PRS (board director)
PRS Foundation (Ambassador)
St Francis Hospice (Ambassador)
Drake Music Foundation (Ambassador)
Streemliner (Investor / Ambassador)
Featured Artist Coalition (Artist in Residence)
Mycelia (founder)
Mi.Mu (founder)
Megaphonic Records (owner)
Megaphonic Publishing (owner)
Hideaway Recording Studio (owner)
The Barn (Owner / CuratoR)

MYCELIA | ROLES
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www.imogenheap.com
imogenheap.backstreetmerch.com
@imogenheap
Amq6tcvl4p5dgi5tixixteuna7i
@imogenheap
https://itun.es/gb/cyqxb
imogenheap
6Xb4ezwoAQC4516kI89nWz
imogenheap
imogenheap
imogenheap
ImogenHeapVEVO
imogenheap
imogenheap
imogenheap

Central point for all social media postings, with preferences settings for managing
coordinated posts and tools for consolidated data analysis.

C REATI VE PASSP ORT

Official website
Official merchandising
Facebook (693K)
Google MUSIC
Instagram
iTunes GB
Soundcloud
Spotify
Supapass
Tumblr
Twitter (1.9M)
Vevo (49,482)
Viberate
Vimeo
Youtube (50,430)

MYCELIA | OFFICIAL ACCOUNTS

Verified 3rd Party apps and services, linked to the Creative Passport, with preference
settings for visible / non visible.

Amuse, Revelator, Merlin

Distributors (unlinked)

ASCAP (1565439), Kobalt neighbouring rights

Collection Societies (unlinked)

Imagem (10811), Warner Chappel (100112453)

Publishers (unlinked)

C REATI VE PASSP ORT

Sony Music (UKMU030), RCA (R10000153), Island records, Big Machine

Lables (unlinked)

MPAL, Streemliner, SupaPass, VibeRate, Resonate, GRD II, Auddly,
Megaphonic Records (account 01), Megaphonic Publishing (account 01),
PRS (CAE Number 263218578), PPL (Performer ID 101175081), Downtown
(account 1091), Totem, musicgurus, musicpreneurs.

Linked apps and services

MYCELIA | IDs, LINKED AND UNLINKED APPS / SERVICES
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Matt Copley – Primary

Concert Booking UK, ROW

Michael Kennedy – Smallfield
Cody & Co

Accountant

Sheridans

Legal

Jason WAPLING
LEsley Abrey

The Roundhouse Team

Concert Booking Canada, Mexico, USA

Preferences set where enquiries should go to. Team members / entities can be
assigned in preferences to edit / verify / share the data coming in and out of the
Creative Passport.

Mark Wood – Radius Music

Former Manager (works pre 2015)

Business Development

REATI
VE PASSP
ORT
Brian Dubb –C
MPAL
PRO
Jenna Adler – CAA booking

Jennie Fagerstrom – Megaphonic

Accounts and Invoicing

Karen CARNE – Megaphonic

Event Coordinator, Private PA

Alexis Michallek – Megaphonic

Project Producer, Studio, Bookings, Public
Appearances, Commissions

Carlotta De Ninni – MYcelia

Project Producer, Research and Development,
World Tour

MYCELIA | CONTACTS AND TEAM

Videos could be uploaded via Creative Passport, and potentially hosted by fans
(who could receive rewards / tokens) using peer to peer data sharing solutions such
as Swarm / IPFS.

C REATI VE PASSP ORT

The MAKING OF... ME THE MACHINE

MYCELIA | VIDEOS

P references

DATA SHARING, VISIBILIT Y

C l o s e d data

Mpal: Calendar, commercial rates, edit, delegate,
verify, accept notifications, pay monthly.

Calendar: Availability
Commercial Rates: Commissioned works, teaching,
speaking, private performances

Streemliner: Accept notifications, pay Monthly, SELECT
image 2, biog 3 FROM CP

Payment details: Bank accounts, digital wallets

Downtown, PRS, PPL: Payment details, verify song data,
access to song data feedback

c onfide n t i al
P e rmissi o n s / P r e f e r e n c e s
Creative Passport profile:
Gender			
Age 			
Education 		
Place of birth 		
Biography 		
Lead image 		

c o nf i d e n t ia l

Viberate: Calendar, commercial rates, accept
notifications, tour dates.

YES / NO
YES / NO
YES / NO
YES / NO
WRITE, CHANGE
IMAGE 1

Give permissions to entities to
read / write / share / verify
certain CP data:

Accept / Decline

Notifications:		

Accept / Decline
DIGITAL WALLETS

Payment mechanism:

TIER 3

Levels of service:
Apps:

		MAKE, MODIFY

Supapass: Newsfeed, accept notifications, receive
payments to CP wallet, 6 month free licence for
development, video log, tour dates, photo feed.
Musicoin: Send newsfeed, accept notifications, receive
payments to CP wallet.
Twitter: Send newsfeed, profile picture, new release
alerts, biog 1, photo feed.
Trackd: Access to stems, receive payments to CP wallet,
biog 2.
Recordbird: New release alerts, newsfeed,
biog 1, image 1.
Auddly: Creative Passport New Work registration app
default.

VISIBLE / NON VISIBLE

Manage CP data:

INVEST / NON INVEST

CP income stream:

Hide And Seek to Drake
Music for 1 week, share
with DSPs

Donate to charity:
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All data in other Creative Passport pages visible to Creative
Passport holders. Apps charged to connect to Creative
Passports. Income split between CP holders and Mycelia for
R&D and investment in future services.
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A wards / nominations ( 4 / 1 0 + )

MUSIC (3/150+)

CR EATIVE PASSP OR T

C RE AT I V E PA S S P O RT
Composer: Imogen Heap
anie Appelhans,
Performers: Imogen Heap, Steph
Hoang Nguyen,
Diego Romano, Yasin Gündisch,
ich, Florence
Simon Minshall , David Horw
“Scout” Heap-Lebor

2010

Grammy Award
best engineered album,
non-classical

2016

Grammy Award

ALBUM OF THE YEAR
Imogen Heap – Ellipse TAY
LOR SWIFT – 1989
(Engineer)
(PRODUCER)

2015

d Manager

Artist An

2016

Awards

tist

r
Pioneer A

Honorary Degr
ee of
Doctor of Tec
hnology

Mi.Mu gloves

University of

West England

Awards speak volumes for artists. Generally having awards
tend to increase the income received for any engagement or
commission. Service opportunity for journalists wanting to
interview people with awards, people wanting to book speaking
engagements etc.
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Performer:
Composer and
Imogen Heap
Composer and Performer:
Imogen Heap

Works would be linked to the GRD II with the potential, via
Creative Passport, to add metadata to songs such as brands
of gear used, correct lyrics, musicians and links to videos etc.
Links to Creative Passport IDs where applicable. All this added
metadata enables large scale music industry turnaround service
opportunities and is key to dramatic growth. Using a service like
Totem/OCL for licensing user generated content or licenses in
time bedded into the song using audio data such as Sonic Data.
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COMMISSIONED WORKS (4/30+)

HARDWARE / SOFTWARE (3/5+)

CR EATIVE PASSP OR T

u Glov
C RE AT I V EMi.MPA
SerS P O RT

2015
d The
Harry Potter an
Cursed Child

Production
Sonia Friedman
ition And
pos
Com
sic
Mu
Recording

osc / midi mu
sic mapping
software fo
r gestural
hardware

Reverb Festival 2015
The Roundhouse Camden
Lead Curator

2017
Blockchain Could
Help Musicians Make
Money Again

Harvard Business Revi
ew
AUTHOR OF THE Article

First China Residency
Program 2012

SonicCouture
Box of tricks
Imogen Heap’s bundle set of
virtual instruments

The Hideaway Studio
ed
Greater London bas
residential studio

Music
PRS Foundation/British CounciL
Artist In Residence

Links to works and Creative Passport IDs where applicable.
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Listing of gear used, studio set-up, touring equipment etc for
companies to reverse search creatives who use their products
and may consider collaborating / cross promotion or other
business opportunities. App opportunity for A&G Brands, for
example.
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ARTISTIC COLL ABORATIONS (4/30+)

B rands ( 4 / 1 0 + )

CR EATIVE PASSP OR T

C&GS
BaS
by Cl
C RE AT I V E PA
PubO RT
The Happy So

ng Project
2016

Dolby Laboratories
Escape Short Movie
2017

Sennheiser

n 2014
Momentum Campaig
The Orpheus 2014

INTEL
It’s Your World Now
2012

Link works and artist / band Creative Passport IDs where
applicable. Possible to add examples of artists to work with.
Those who are Creative Passport enabled could set preferences
to accept notifications of being ‘championed’. App opportunity
for publishers and labels to enhance collaboration potential.
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Possible to also add examples of brands the Creative Passport
holder would like to work with, to reach out to entities who
may be interested in collaborations, commissions or cross
promotions. Links to works where applicable. App opportunity
for companies such as A&G Brands to source the right creative
for their client.
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A cademia ( 3 / 1 0 + )

P ro bono works / C harities ( 4 / 1 0 0 + )

CR EATIVE PASSP OR T

C REStAT
VHos
EpicePA S S P O RT
FranI
cis
Patron from 2014
Fundraising Activities

Westminster University
The Life Of A Song
2017

Drake Music
Organisation Working In Music
Disability And Technology
Ambassador from 2014

Southampton
University
EPSRC Bid
2016

Middlesex University
The Listening Chair
2012

Links to works where applicable. Speakers Corner or TED
Talks like services could use this data to find artists for talks,
keynotes, panel etc.
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Song For Tibet “The Art Of Peace”
Song Contribution
Hide And Seek 2
2008

Featured Artis

tS Coalition

Artist In Resid

ence
From 2016
Advocacy, Ed
ucation

Possible to also add examples of charities to work with
and to reach out to other entities who may be interested in
collaborations or commissions.
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L ive P erformances ( 4 / 5 0 0 + )

P ublic A ppearances ( 4 / 5 0 0 + )

CR EATIVE PASSP OR T

C RE Radio
AT Guest
I V E PA S S P O RT
BBC Radio 3, Rob Cowan
Essential Classics, 2017

Panelist

e On
Wipo Conferenc
l Content
The Global Digita
6
Geneva, Swiss, 201

Speaker

Perform

/ Perform

ance Wit

er

h Mi.Mu Gl
oved Dem
Wired Uk
o
, 2012

Tv Guest
David Letterman Show
2009

Creative Passports holders could allow their live agents to add
data, such as Primary Talent and CAA.

Links to works where applicable. Speakers Corner or TED
Talks like services could use this data to find artists for public
appearances.
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27

S ponsors

CR EATIVE PASSP OR T
D&B Audio

elia World Tour
Imogen Heap’s Myc
Pilot Event

FORMS AND CONTRACTS

Form to add new work
GRD II

C RE AT I V E PA S S P O RT
Build new executable
Smart Contract from
template
Sync deal, private gig,
piano session

Supapass

Signed Up Member Supporters

Patreon or SupaPass like services could link in, showing current
projects and potential partnerships with sponsors.
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Having a creative passport enables to publish a new song’s data
and media to the open global repertoire database II (GRD II) or
shared servers perhaps too. In turn notifying services front or
back end facing. Select a legal and or smart contract (ricardian
contract) template to adjust and fit your needs.
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DASHBOARD

DASHBOARD

NEW OFFERS

PENDING

New works commission via Downtown Publishing
Science fiction short film score (10mins)
See Offer
Agree | Decline | Notify

Remix of Tiny Human by CP Felon via Creative Passports
Awaiting approval for commercial use
Send T&Cs | Notify

Private concert via Sofar Sounds
1 hour acoustic performance
Audience 20 people, Birthday party, Bristol
See Offer
Agree | Decline | Notify

Song split query via PRS
1 hour acoustic performance

c onfide n t i al

Online usage request via Zync Music
Song: Hide and Seek
1 year license
See Offer
Agree | Decline | Notify

c o nf i d e n t iaView
l | Notify

2 album liner notes have been digitised via Streemliner
View | Verify | Notify

HIGHLIGHTS
7m plays of the Happy Song via Youtube
Blog | Notify

SUGGESTIONS / OPTIMISE
Update CP biog to reflect upcoming news of tour via MPAL
View | Notify

14 variable tempo works have been licensed via Weav.io
View | Blog | Notify

Donate Lifeline song proceeds via Architecture for Humanity
Adjust | View Smart Contract | Notify

100K $MYC reached reached via Creative Passports
Send to Megaphonic Account | Notify

Adjust Totem License to lower fee due new tax bill via Michael K.
Approve | Decline
Update 103 missing CP data points via Creative Passports
View | Notify
Activate live radio play alerts via Thank the DJ
Accept | Decline | Notify
12 new services CP enabled via Creative Passports
Recommendations | Check out all services | Notify
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Services offered by Mycelia or other services dependent on
notifications visible or not in creative passport. For example with
notify, select your inner team members or businesses linked to
that data in preferences to further job offers or actions.
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NOTES

CR EATIVE PASSP OR T
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